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engineering has created a new demand for continuous security. This evolution
Noname Security. He discusses the challenges and benefits.
In a video interview with Information Security Media Group, Mattson discusses:
• Why adopting new technical services and decentralized procedures will help
you keep up with business growth;
• How to assess your application security posture with an objective source to
see where you are today;
• How security teams can make more informed, prioritized decisions and
reduce targeted risk exposures.

Continuous Delivery
TOM FIELD: What has digital transformation done to security in regard to
continuous delivery?
KARL MATTSON: Digital transformation shifts the organization into a
continuous mode. We used to have major releases. Now, new software is being
released all the time, so we have to rethink how we apply our security controls
because we can’t rely on single checkpoints anymore. We have to have security
embedded and partnered with an organization that’s delivering software on a
continuous basis.
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“Each organization will be at a different starting point
on the journey of adopting its security and application
security posture to a new world. That’s why the first move
is to assess the posture. It’s called inventory discovery.”

The Digital Mindset

of that because the volume is so extraordinary
that our old practices can’t keep up the pace.

FIELD: You have said that security needs to adopt

That presents a situation where a business

the digital mindset. What does that mean? And

has to choose between business and security

more importantly, what’s at risk if security teams

prerogatives, and that’s an unfair choice for any

don’t adopt that mindset?

organization. We can do both at the same time.

MATTSON: Adopting the digital mindset has
two parts. One part is technical, and one part is

Start With Inventory Discovery

procedural. Technically, in a digital transformation,
security teams leverage technologies such as

FIELD: Where does an organization need to start?

microservices and public cloud adoption to

And what needs to change most – people, process

make themselves move faster. With a digital

or technology?

mindset, you take advantage and lean into those
technologies and use them for the benefit of

MATTSON: Each organization will be at a

security. The second part is procedural. In the

different starting point on the journey of adopting

digital mindset, security teams that previously

its security and application security posture to a

were highly centralized now place security talent

new world. That’s why the first move is to assess

and expertise inside the development groups or

the posture. It’s called inventory discovery –

inside the product lines, or they designate security

having a clear and accurate picture of where an

champions in development groups who can be

organization’s exposures are, what its inventory

advocates. The trend of procedures becoming

is, and what its surface looks like in APIs or web

more decentralized is continuing.

applications. That is important because unless
we have an objective source of data that gives

If we don’t adapt to the technical capacities

us a read on where we are today, our decision of

available to us or to making those procedural or

whether to start with technology or with security

structural shifts, we run the risk of not keeping up

education and training for developers will be based

with accelerating growth. APIs are a centerpiece

on personal biases and experience.
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Stabilize the Security Program

MATTSON: The business benefit is that you can
go forward and accelerate a business strategy

FIELD: What type of resistance might one

with a sense of priority. So, the security team, for

encounter on the way?

example, may have policy around penetration
testing or around the way that an API is protected

MATTSON: Both developers and security teams

by the WAF or how policy is established in the

can have resistance. Developer teams want to

API gateway. The security team, with a degree

work on security issues within their development

of visibility, can make more targeted, prioritized

tools. For example, they might want to make

decisions about what to actively intercede with or

small adjustments, such as having vulnerabilities

participate in. Then the talent in the organization

and findings put into a product backlog and

can focus on reducing the most important risk

treated like regular user stories for functional

exposures, rather than trying to apply a formula

requirements. It can help stabilize an API security

to all software, all the time. If the security team

program when the security team adjusts to the

misses out on the opportunity to prioritize

tools and the workbenches and the language of

focus and apply the same practice across the

the development team, because none of us like

board, it ends up slowing an organization down

to move around from one system to another to

tremendously. So you miss business opportunity

do our job. We like to work in a primary interface.

by not prioritizing the focus.

JIRA, for example, is a great place where the
security team and the development team can
agree to focus on security and then do so in a

The ‘Aha Moment’

way that’s very practical.
FIELD: As a CISO, you’ve practiced this for several
years now. From your experience with other

Business Benefits of the Shift

organizations, what can you share, CISO to CISO,
that might help make someone’s job easier?

FIELD: Speak to the business benefits. What can
one look forward to seeing when they’ve made this

MATTSON: The most important thing for me – the

mindset shift successfully?

“aha moment” – was when I felt for the first time

“When I could trust that my dataset, my inventory,
the vulnerabilities and misconfigurations were
right to start from, I felt empowered to go forward
and build out API security and build relationships.”
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that I had an accurate depiction of my inventory.

MATTSON: With our platform, we can look

I knew we had a journey to go through but when

at API posture, the detection and response

I could trust that my dataset, my inventory, the

of active threats and runtime, and the testing

vulnerabilities and misconfigurations were right

cycle to integrate the results of testing back

to start from, I felt an enormous sigh of relief. I

into development teams and CI/CD pipelines.

felt empowered to go forward and build out API

And we can do that from one vantage point.

security and build relationships. Eighty percent

The practices that we apply for API security of

of my journey has been about getting to the point

inventory management and runtime historically

where I was confident that the field that I was

would take multiple tools or processes. But

playing on was complete and accurate.

we’ve simplified that for the team, to give it
a single point of view on the 360 degrees of
API security risk. That dramatically lowers the

The Noname Security Approach

amount of human capital and tool complexity
involved and frees up the security team

FIELD: How is Noname Security helping its

members to apply their talents and focus on the

customers make this transition so that continuous

priorities. That’s an important change.

delivery and continuous security are in sync?
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The API Security Platform
for Modern Enterprises
Secure APIs at the speed of business with the most powerful,
complete, and easy-to-use API Security Platform.

Click here to learn more: nonamesecurity.com
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